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Birthday


Wedding


Anniversary


Graduation


Get Well Soon


Thank You
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Retirement


In Memory of

Not ready yet?
Plan ahead and get a friendly reminder.
Save the datearrow
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Tribute for Organizations
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Employee Recognition and Engagement
Let your team know how much they matter.



Marketing and Testimonials
Capture user generated content from your customers.

Bring your community's voice to the next level.
Contact Us
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Employee Recognition & Engagement
Let your team know how much they matter



Marketing and Testimonials
Capture user generated content from your customers

Let your team know how much they matter
Contact Us
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Schedule a Reminder
Set a reminder for your next special occasion. We'll be sure to give you just enough heads up to make sure you're totally prepared. Closer to the special date, we'll email you a reminder.

If you want to make the occasion unforgettable, you can use the 20% off code that is included in the reminder email to create a one-of-a-kind Tribute.
Who's the Tribute for?What's the occasion?🎂 Birthday
🎓 Graduation
🍎 Teacher Appreciation
🤰 Mother's Day
👨 Father's Day
❤️ Anniversary
👰🏼 Wedding
🍼 Baby Shower
🥂 Congrats
🎖️ Military
👔 Workplace
💼 Retirement


When is it?

What's your name?What's your email?Something went wrong. Please try again.


[image: alt]Nicely Done!
We’ll reach out when it’s a good time for you to start a Tribute, at which time you’ll receive your promo code.
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[image: alt]Use Tribute for All Occasions
Choose from any occasion and get started on the most meaningful gift on earth.
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+ 30 more occasions
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Start a Tribute



Who is Tribute for?
We are on a mission to spread gratitude and human connection in the world.
We build technology that helps people share more of the appreciation, love and support that connects us deeply with the people that matter to us. This simple act will transform our relationships, lives and the world
Start a Tribute
[image: alt]Families

Connect with your relatives on any occasion.

[image: alt]Teams

Build a positive work culture of appreciation

[image: alt]Friends

Never forget a treasured friend’s special occasions

[image: alt]Leaders

Appreciation for colleagues and all levels of management

[image: alt]Loved ones

Shower your loved ones with gratitude

[image: alt]Businesses

Capture powerful testimonials and community stories

[image: alt]Religious services

Connect with your congregation and ministers

[image: alt]Nonprofits

Capture content from volunteers, donors and constituents






Why choose Tribute?
[image: alt]Meaningful Gift
More meaningful/impactful than a birthday card

[image: alt]Cherish Forever
A gift guaranteed to delight recipients for many years

[image: alt]Tears of Joy
Did you know 82% of Tribute recipients cry tears of joy?




How does Tribute work?
Creating a Tribute page is quick, fun, and easy to start!
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Invite friends
Invite friends and family to join the celebration.
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Collect videos
Everyone gets prompted to make and upload their video.
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Compile Tribute
Drag and drop the videos in the order you like, or we'll do it for you!







Ready to give the most meaningful gift on earth?
Start a Tribute[image: alt]
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